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On the Pressure Balance and Plasma Transport in Cylindrical 
Magnetized Arcs 
D. C. Schräm, I. J. A. M. v. d. Mullen, B. F. M. Pots *, and C. J. T i m m e r m a n s 
Eindhoven University of Technology, The Netherlands 

Z. Naturforsch. 38 a, 289-303 (1983); received June 11, 1982 

Magnetized current-carrying plasmas exhibit usually significant Ex B rotation velocities which 
often approach the ion thermal velocity. It is shown both experimentally and theoretically that 
this rotation in combination with inertia, viscosity and friction leads to an important reduction of 
the radial transport. If the radial electric field component is directed inward an inwardly directed 
force on the ions is set up. On the other hand, turbulence leads to enhanced transport especially 
at higher values of the electron Hall parameter. Also this effect is observed in this experiment 
and is shown to be in accordance with measured turbulence levels. 

1. Introduction 

In the past several investigations have been con-
ducted to explain the observed pressure enhance-
ment in magnetized arcs (cf. e.g. refs. [1—4]). The 
role of the magnetic field is to reduce the electron 
heat conduction transverse to the magnet ic field 
which results in a higher t empera tu re at the axis of 
the discharge. Also the radial d i f fus ion of particles 
is reduced, which on its turn results in a h igher local 
pressure. In subsequent investigations the inf luence 
of B through the Nernsteffect was stressed [5 — 7]; in 
the presence of a negative radial t empera tu re gra-
dient an inwardly directed force is set up as a conse-
quence of friction of the azimuthal ly directed 
Nernst-current. This effect reduces fur ther the par-
ticle diffusion. 

In most of these t reatments ion viscosity and 
elastic terms as ion-neutral friction have been 
neglected. However in cylindrical arcs rota t ion is an 
important effect and the rotat ion velocities may ap-
proach the ion thermal velocity. As a consequence 
ion inertia, ion viscosity, ion-neutral fr ict ion, and 
finite particle sources may influence the t ransport 
significantly. Under certain condit ions an impor tan t 
reduction of the ion radial velocity may occur. In 
other words, particle conta inment may be bet ter 
than classical (including the pinch- and the Nernst-
effects). As a consequence the pressure enhance-

* At present Koninklijke Shell Laboratories, Amsterdam, 
The Netherlands. 
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hoven. 

ment may also be enlarged by ion viscosity and ion-
neutral friction. 

In later publicat ions [8, 9] the importance of rota-
tion was realized. Kliiber [8] calculated the potential 
distr ibution for homogeneous cylindrical arcs in-
cluding the effect of ion viscosity. The rotat ional 
velocity was calculated f rom the potential distr ibu-
tion. Kliiber obtained a good quali tat ive agreement 
with experimental observations (and the agreement 
would have even been better had the actual value 
for the axial conductivity been used). This in spite 
of the fact that some of the assumptions (zero radial 
component of ion dr i f t velocity) are liable to criti-
cism [10, 11], or do not apply to most experimental 
situations (homogenei ty, no particle sources). 

In a careful study of the mass balance for one 
part icular discharge paramete r set of a hollow cath-
ode arc. Van der Mullen [13] showed that the 
measured particle di f fus ion, deduced f rom the mass 
source, was much smaller than predicted f rom clas-
sical theory. He could only obtain a rough agree-
ment between measured source term and calculated 
transport if he included ion inertia, ion-viscosity 
and ion-neutral friction. In fact, for this specific ex-
perimental condit ion, the radial outflow of particles 
was so much reduced that it was reasonable to 
neglect the radial ion velocity, herewith just i fying a 
posteriori one of Klübers1 assumptions. 

This evidence just if ied a careful examinat ion of 
the nature of particle t ransport and the influence of 
plasma rotation. In this paper we will first recall the 
s tandard MHD-descr ip t ion of plasma transport in-
cluding ion inertia, ion viscosity and ion-neutral 
friction. The results of these calculations will then 
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be compared with experimental information on par-
ticle transport. Finally, the effect of turbulence on 
the transport will be indicated. 

2. The Momentum Equations and Particle Transport 

We consider the pressure balance of a strongly 
magnetized, current carrying plasma and assume 
that the electron Hall-parameter ß e r e i is much 
larger than 1. Here Q e is the electroncyclotronfre-
quency and rei is the electron-ion collision time for 
momentum transfer [14]: 

ß e i e i > l . (1) 

Only under this condition the radially directed elec-
tron heat conduction will be largely reduced. Also 
we deal with elongated plasmas; the axial gradients 
(characterized by ML) are much weaker than radial 
gradients (characterized by \/A): 

L/A> 1 . (2) 

In this paper we will assume throughout that the 
plasma is singly ionized (Z = 1) and that only one 
type of ion is present. Quasi-neutrality requires the 
electron density, ne , to be equal to the ion density, 
/?j. The magnetic field is homogeneous and directed 
along the r-axis. Next, we consider only plasmas for 
which Coulomb interactions dominate over colli-
sions of charged particles with neutrals: 

tea > Tei ; Tia Tjj . (3) 

Here re, and zu are the characteristic collision times 
for e-i and i-i interactions as given by Braginskii 
[14] and rea and tja are the characteristic times for 
electron neutral and ion-neutral interactions respec-
tively. For relatively cool "radiat ive" plasmas with 
temperatures in the few eV-range both inequalities 
(3) are already fulfilled for relatively low ionization 
degrees: ne/(ne + n.d) > 0.1; /?a is the neutral density. 
This condition is a reasonable good guide for most 
types of (cool) plasmas (independent of the type gas 
and the plasma density, etc.) and will be met even 
in the periphery of magnetized cylindrical arcs. The 
assumptions (3) indicate that Coulomb interactions 
dominate the deformation of the velocity distribu-
tion and in the MHD-ordering we are entitled to 
use Braginskii's transport coefficients throughout. A 
second consequence of (3) is that we may neglect 
the electron neutral friction /?ea with respect to the 
electron-ion friction /?'e = - Re>. 

For the MHD-theory to be valid we must assume 
that the radial dimension A is much larger than the 
smallest of Q{ (ion cyclotron radius) and ).\\ (the 
mean free path for ion-ion collisions) 

}. J A < 1 for ß ü ti < 1 , 

QJA < 1 for ß j TÜ > 1 . 

The ion Hall parameter Qx Tjj may take values below 
and above unity. Most of the experimental evidence 
in this paper relates to unmagnetized ions: r^ ^ 1. 

As the electron cyclotron radius g t is usually 
much smaller than the condition QJA 1 is in 
general an automatic consequence of (4). In the 
MHD-ordering only the azimuthal ExB/B2 velocity 
may be of the order of the ion thermal velocity 
f t h i = (2KT\/M[)\ the ion diamagnetic drift velocity 
u'di = ^pjnce Bz must be smaller than u thi. Therefore, 
the rotational drift velocities of electrons and ions, 
H'öe and Wtfj (which are both mainly of £ x ß-origin 
and are comparable in magnitude) may reach the 
ion thermal velocity y th i, but will remain small 
compared to u lhe. So, all components of the drift 
velocities M'e and w*, except \v0i are small compared 
to their respective thermal velocities: 

H'tfi < 1 : 
H'ri 

<§ 1 : 
H'zi 

1 
l>thi tfthi tfthi 

»'ffe « 1 : »'re « 1 : »'.-e <1 1 
vihe l>the t̂he 

As a consequence we may neglect electron inertia, 
electron viscosity and electron-neutral friction, 
while we must retain ion inertia, ion viscosity and 
ion-neutral friction in the momentum equations. In 
the stationary state we obtain from usual MHD-
theory (e.g. Braginskii [14]) the following equations 
for the momentum balances: 

/7 j 777i (W'j • V ) M'j + j + V " /7j 

= + e /jj (£ + H-j xB)- /?,e - Rld - M S i , (6) 

V/)c = -e/!{(£+H'exß) + RiS — MSe. 

Here M S | and M S e represent the source contribu-
tions to these equations, i.e. the momentum loss 
associated with finite sources: 

MSl = n\ ni\( h'i - M'a) Vjon ; 

A / S e = ncme(we- H'a) Vj0n ; 

where v,on refers to the ionization frequency. As we 
deal with singly ionized ions, charge neutrality re-
quires n\ = /;e = n. 
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Usually, plasmas which satisfy the conditions (3) 
do meet also a supplementary condition: r ion = 
1 /Vjon ^ rei (3). Under these conditions also the 
source contribution A/S e can be neglected with 
respect to Re>. 

With the introduction of mass velocity wm and 
current density j: 

m \ H ' j + W e H ' e 
M ' m = - ; J = n e { w x - w e ) , ( 8 ) 

Wj + m e 

we can transform the momentum equations into two 
macroscopic equations, viz., Ohms law: 

jxB R" V/?e t + H ' m X B = i , ( 9 ) 

nee nee nte 

Navier Stokes equation: 

j x B - \ (pe + p{) 

= V • /7j + tt\mx(H'j • V) H'j + R,d + A/S i . (10) 
Several important differences with the usual MHD-
description become evident from Ohms law and 
Navier Stokes equation: 
1. Since j x ß ^ V ^ a radial component of the current 

density may exist as a consequence of ion rota-
tion (through ion-inertia, ion viscosity and ion-
neutral friction). The diffusion does not need to 
be ambipolar in the presence of rotation. 

2. As there is radial current there must be also an 
axial dependence of j- (since V j = 0). Apparently, 
in the presence of rotation there exist weak axial 
gradients; strictly speaking, cylindrical symmetry 
is not valid for magnetized arcs. 

3. Ion rotation may give rise to additional pressure 
enhancement (see Equation 10). 

3. Radial Transport in the Quasi-Cylindrical Case 

The radial and azimuthal components of the ion-
and electron-momentum equations are starting 

points of our discussion; r-direction is along the ap-
plied magnetic field, B. = B0. The radial compo-
nents are (R\e is very small and is ignored): 

•> 
W() j 

- /7j mj = /7j e ET+ nxe w0x B-
r 

- ^ - ( V - 7 7 0 - / C - A ^ (11) 
or 

dpe 
0 = - ne e Er - /?e e w()e B-_ - — j: B0 or 

(12) 

where it is assumed that H'ri j M're. The contribu-
tions of ion viscosity, ion-inertia and ion neutral 
friction have been investigated for both the regimes 
of unmagnetized ions ( ß j T j j C l ) and magnetized 
ions ( ß j tji > 1) for the ordering given by inequalities 
(1), (2), (3), (4), (5). The leading term of the /--com-
ponent of the viscosity 

(V • /7j)r = - Ö I 6 0 / w
0l 

(13) 

is small compared to dpi/dr for both regimes. In 
App. A the viscosity coefficients are given. The 
dominant term of the /--component of the ion-inertia 
n,mj (wjyjr) can be of the same order as dpi/dr in 
the unmagnetized ion regime; for Qj tü > 1 it can be 
neglected. 

Finally, the radial components of ion-neutral fric-
tion and source contribution can be neglected with 
respect to d p f d r for both regimes. Adding (11) and 
(12) and making use of the simplifications which 
are valid for both regimes, we find (with ne=nx = n)\ 

. D » i ^ 5(/>e + Pi) ^ . J J 

jo B: = — n mi + +J: B(). r Or 
(14) 

If we insert this expression in the ö-component of 
the ion-momentum equation: 

»Vi 9 ÖH'öi 

/- or dz 

_ e n in 3 n dkTe 
-newt Bz - (V • n)0 - + ^ 

Oj_ 2 1 2 e T e i o r 

and solve the expression for n u r j , we obtain with o± = ne rej /me : 
1 

n Vt'ri = 

ße rei eB: 1 + 
ß i /• 6/ 

inertia 
2 

n m. 
wfa d(pe + pi) , 3 5kT { 

r 
inertia 

6/-
classical 

+ — n 
2 dr 

Nernst pinch 

- j : B0J - ß e Tei {(V • n-do + + M f ) 

viscosity friction source 

(15) 

(16) 
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Here the axial component of the inerttal term is neglected. Several conclusions follow f rom comparison of 
this relation with the "classical" expression for zero rotation; "classical" stands for classical transport 
including the Nernst- and the pinch-terms: 

"ri) class ß . ipi eB-
Ö ( / 7 e + / ? i ) 

dr 
3 dkTe 

(17) 

The following comments can be made: 
a) The expression (16) for radial transport con-

tains two terms: 

1. The first is quite similar to the "classical" ex-
pression apart from two corrections (one in the 
nominator and one in the denominator both from 
inertia). These corrections may be of order 1 for 
Qi Tjj < 1, but can be ignored for Qx r^ > 1. We 
will denote this term by the quasi-classical con-
tribution to the transport. 

2. The second term is related to the rotation and 
will be called the rotational contribution. This 
term is magnified by ß e rei and can not be 
neglected in many cases especially for conditions 
with significant rotation. 

b) Since Qere{ > 1 the rotational part of n u'ri can 
be easily as large as the quasi-classical contribution. 
The direction of the ion-flux depends on the sign of 
H'M and thus on the sign of ET (more precisely, on 

the sien of £ r see (11)). If ER < 0, i.e. E is 
n e cr 

directed inward (positive rotation) the flux is also 
directed inwards; in other words the diffusion is 
reduced, if ER > 0 (negative rotation) the rotational 
contribution to the flux is directed outwards, i.e. 
transport is enhanced (cf. Figure 1). The detailed 
potential distribution depends on the geometry and 
the location of the electrodes [8, 9]; one finds in 
general that ER< 0 (and thus transport reduction) at 
the cathode side and £ r ^ 0 (and thus enhancement 
of transport) at the anode side. 

In the present experimental arrangement the 
anode radius is substantially larger than the cathode 
radius, Figure l a I. Then the radial electric field is 
directed inward for a long part of the arc and con-
sequently ion transport is reduced. Close to the 
anode still a reversal of ion rotation may occur [12, 
23], but the neutral point (no rotation) is close to the 
anode as is sketched in Figure 1 b I. 

In symmetrical anode-cathode arrangement Fig. 1 a 
II as used in [7, 8], we would find again a positive 
rotation of the cathode side and negative rotation at 

the anode side. But now the negative rotation at 
anode side is much more extended and a neutral 
rotation point is expected to occur roughly halfway 
anode-cathode. Figure 1 b II. 

The experimental results reported in this paper 
are obtained in the asymmetrical arrangement as 
sketched in Fig. 1 a I at a position halfway cathode-
anode. The theoretical treatment is general and can 
also be applied to other geometries with appropriate 
changes for the axial dependence of the ion rota-
tional profile. 

As an additional confinement occurs at cathode 
side and a additional transport at anode side one 
must expect a r-dependence of the plasma param-
eters even in geometrically cylindrical arcs. Axial 
inhomogeneity, though weak, is an essential feature 
of magnetized arcs. 

metric (II) cathode-configurations, b) Sketch of the maxi-
mum rotation velocity normalized to the ion thermal 
velocity as a function of r. 
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c) From the ^-component of the electron mo-
mentum equation we can deduce: 

n dk Te n jo , 3 11 VtVe = 1-

a±B: 2 QeTe{eB7 dr 
(18) 

It follows from comparison with (16), that the radial 
velocities are not equal; in other words a radial 
current is present, and the diffusion is not ambi-
polar. 

The radial component of the current density is 
given by: 

H'rj 6 dw0j 
./'r B-_ = - n mi — (/• u-öi) + vvrj—— 

/• or Or 
- F - n j o - R i f - M f f . (19) 

All contributions contain linearly the rotational 
velocity and with the same sign; thus all terms 
add. A positive ion rotation, w0l > 0, gives rise to a 
negative radial component of the current density 
consistent with the rotational confinement of the 
ions, see (b). If the ion-neutral friction term R}f 
and/or the similar source contribution term M\!' 
dominate then we may write 

,/r B- = - / ? } ? - Mf/ = — n m\(w0\ - w0a) (via + v ion). 

If w0.d w()j and w0\ ~ - EJB-, then we obtain: 

n mx £ r(v i a + v-ion) 
,/r B2 = a r E r (20) 

in which an apparent transverse (rotational) con 
ductivity 

n mj(Vja + Vj0n) 
Or — ' 

B2 (21) 

appears. This expression is a generalized form of 
the result of Lehnert [9]; it contains in the present 
form also the particle source contribution. 

d) From the law V y'= 0 we can conclude im-
mediately 

a/. l a 
!T = r ' 8r r or 

(22) 

Again, axial inhomogeneity proves to be an es-
sential feature of magnetized arcs. However, in 
current carrying plasmas it requires only very small 
changes in the axial component of the current 
density (carried mostly by the electrons) to accom-
modate the required radial component of the cur-
rent density. Though principally essential, the in-
homogeneity of /'_- can be ignored in most calcula-
tions. 

4. The Comparison with Measured Diffusion and the 
Contribution of Viscisoty and Friction 

We will investigate the effect of the rotational 
contribution to the radial transport by comparing 
the measured diffusion flow to the classical dif-
fusion flow (17). This comparison is simplified by 
the fact that several contributions to the diffusion 
can be ignored for the conditions valid for the 
hollow cathode arc used for the study. The gradient 
of Te is weaker than the gradient of ne. Further, Tt 

is smaller than Te and T\ is constant over the radius; 
the ion inertia term which may approach the 
term will also be smaller than the kTedne/dr term. 
Then the Nernst term can be combined partly with 
the V/?e-term to kTedrte/dr. Finally also the pinch-
term can be neglected for the plasma under con-
sideration, as the poloidal beta, the ratio between 
electron kinetic pressure and magnetic pressure of 
the poloidal field, is large: ß()e=2po nekTe/ 
Bo (R) > 1. 

So, in our case the expression for the classical 
diffusion is in a good approximation 

— k Te 8ne , 8ne 
(n Wri)class = ! T"5 = ~ D ^ ( 2 3 ) V r , ;c lass Qe rej eBz a/• ar 

where 
£)dass _ . k Tr 

eB-
(24) 

is the well known classical diffusion coefficient. 
The total contribution of the ignored classical 

terms, of which some are positive and others nega-
tive, amounts to at maximum 30% of the leading 
term. The measured diffusion coefficient, Dmeas, can 
be compared with the classical diffusion coefficient. 
If £)meas < Dclass then this points to rotational confi-
nement, if Z)meas > Dclass then also anomalous diffu-
sion is present. 

The importance of rotational effects depend on 
the magnitude of the azimuthal component of the 
ion drift velocity, u w . Formally, MHD-order ing 
requires that the maximum value of H>;; remains 
smaller than the thermal ion velocity vlhl = 
j/2k TJM\ , which is independent of radius in our 
case: 

»VJi 
tfthi 

= y. ^ (25) 

If we assume in first order for the rotational fre-
quency a Gaussian profile, which actually is ob-
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served in experiments [15]: 

[r/Arh 
W'd\ 

= a$Qj exp 

then we obtain for a 0 \ see Appendix A2: 

a 01 c — , with 
A„ 

c = 2.33 a 1 

(26) 

(27) 

This scaling seems appropr ia te for small ion Hall 
parameters Q\xj <1 1. This has been verified experi-
mentally [15], 

A second approach is, to assume that the azi-
muthal velocity is mainly of ELB origin. If also for 
the electrostatic potential a Gaussian profi le is 
assumed: 

0 (/•) = 0 O
 e x P (— >'2/Aq) (28) 

then we obtain also a Gaussian profi le for the rota-
tional frequency: 

(29) 
e x p ( - r2/Ag) . H'gi 

r 
Er 

rB-

60/5 / -

rB- ALB._ 

If we estimate 0 O to be equal to the electron 
temperature in Volt: 

k Te 
0o = (30) 

then we obtain the following est imate for a0if-

2 kTe Tt g] 

eB-ß, A} T\ AQ 
«on = ' (31) 

In the unmagnetized ion regime, ß j x\ < 1, est imate 
II is not too much different f rom estimate I. For 
most of the conditions the ratio QJA is close to 1. In 
the magnetized ion regime, est imate II may be more 
appropriate. As most of our experimental evidence 
pertains to unmagnetized ions, we will use (27) for 
estimating the magni tude of \v0\. 

With (27) and Gauss ian profiles for the rotational 
frequency and the density we obtain for the total 
transport for the central part of the plasma 

n irri = - Dx dn/dr 

with a diffusion coefficient: 

k(Te+ Fi) + c2k Tj - ß e rei c k F, 

D, = 

A,Ln 

101 10̂  10J 10 10 
Fig. 2. Relative importance of various rotational contribu-
tions to radial ion transport as a function of the ion Hall 
parameter, see text. 

function of the electron temperature and ion-neutral 
collisions depend very weakly on ion tempera ture it 
is clear that at low electron temperatures the ion-
neutral momentum exchange dominates, while at 
high temperatures the ionization is more important . 

The ratio /'thj/(vja + Vjon) can be represented as an 
effective mean free path for ion-neutral friction 
corrected for the additional effect of ionization. We 
will denote the quantity as /.ja,s. 

In deriving expression (33) we have neglected the 
pinch term and part of the Nernst- term but have 
retained the ion pressure term. If we ingore also 
these small terms in the numerator then we obtain: 

classical viscosity friction 

k Te — ß e rej c k Tj 
4 / „ 

A 

A 

D ± = (34) 
ß e rei e B:( \ +2cq1/A) 

Note, that the rotational contributions depend 
linearly on <70, i.e. on the magni tude and the sign of 
u'M. For the conditions of our experiment, E r is 
directed inward (E r < 0) and there is positive ion 
rotation (a0 > 0). A strong reduction can be ex-
pected if either the viscosity or the friction term will 

(32) 

4/-Ü , A (V j 0 4 V i o n ) 

A 
+ -

Vthi 
(2exe ieB_-( 1 + 2 c g / A ) 

(33) 

Again, it is clear f rom the last term in (33) that the 
(negative) momentum source due to ionization 
plays formally a similar role as the ion-neutral 
momentum exchange. As ionization is a strong 

become important. In fact, direct application of (34) 
with the estimate (27) for a 0 would even indicate 
"negative" diffusion for electron Hall pa ramete r 
ß e rej > TeA/T, 4/.Ü ~ 30. while ß e rei can easily be 
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larger than 102. For these values of ß e r e i > 102 we find instead an anomalous enhancement of the trans-
port. For low values of ß e T e j we find indeed a significant reduction of the transport. Then the contri-
bution of friction can also be significant. The ratio of the friction- (and source-) and ion viscosity contri-
butions to the rotational confinement is (ßjTjj < 1): 

R)f + hf% 

-/7i), 
= 4 .4 . i(T J — AJa , 

- 7f (eV) 
nP 

1 + 
(o Vi)ia 

(35) 

If the ion energy balance can be reduced to a balance of ion heating by Coulomb-collisions and cooling by 
i-a friction plus transport then we may replace the term within square brackets by [0.25] as has been shown 
both theoretically and experimentally in [16, 17]. So for plasmas with small ion Hall parameters, for which 
/ii/A must be small compared to 1, the friction force can easily dominate the rotational confinement. For 
ion Hall parameters Q, r u > 1, the viscosity contribution will become smaller with ( ß j TÜ)2, as the viscosity-
coefficient r\\ decreases. For large ion Hall parameters (collisionless plasmas) the friction and source 
contributions may still be significant as compared to the very small classical confinement even for relatively 
low neutral densities. The situation is summarized in Fig. 2, for a temperature ratio 7 y r e = l / 3 , for 

for ß j t j > 1, and for argon. 71 ieV = 0.25 according to [17], and for — = — for 1 and — = 
A 3 A 3 ß , ^ 

5. Pressure Enhancement 

The rotational influence on the transport implies also a rotational influence on pressure enhancement in 
magnetized arcs [10, 18]. We can write: 

d(Pc + Pi) 3 d/cTe w2
0[ r = J-_B0+nmx or 2 or r 

~ ß e TP (V -nl)o + / ? { ? + M f + nwueB: \ 1 + 
1 

ßj/- dr r*'o i, (36) 

In earlier publications [ 5 - 6 ] the discussion was 
limited to the first two terms of the r.h.s. of (36). 
Special attention was paid to the contribution of the 
Nernst effect. However, (36) shows that rotational 
contributions and finite sources may also contribute 
significantly. Especially, if Er < 0, positive rotation, 
rotational confinement may even dominate the pres-
sure enhancement. Therefore, in our view it is not 
sufficient to test the Nernst-effect with the mea-
sured overall pressure enhancement [6, 7]; it is a 
much better test, to check the Nernst form of the 
(ne,Te) relation i.e. ne T~t

 1/4 = Ct. for Z ; = l as a 
function of radius. In many cases the measured 
pressure enhancement can also be explained from 
rotational and source contributions. The contribu-
tions can be estimated by following the same 
procedure as in Section 4. Also here friction will 
contribute especially for low values of ß e r e i and at 
the outer parts of the plasma where the neutral 
density will be large. For intermediate values of 
ß e Tej viscosity would contribute significantly, but as 
stated we find then anomalous diffusion. Anomalous 
transport will of course limit the pressure built up 
and should be taken into account in the analysis. 

6. Experimental Set Up and Procedure 

For the verification of the transport model we 
used the Argon plasma of a Hollow Cathode Arc 
(HCA). The main characteristics are: applied mag-
netic field B-_ ^ 0.5 Tesla; plasma current I ^ 250 A; 
pressure ^ 0 . 5 Pascal; flow ^ 10ccNTP/sec ; cath-
ode diameter 1 0 - 2 m ; the plasma length is 1.4 m. 
The measurements utilized in this paper are taken 
at the position halfway anode cathode: z 0 = 0.75 m. 
In Fig. 3 a sketch of the HCA is given. The plasma 
parameters are 1019/m3 < ne < 2.1020/m3; 2.5 < f e 

< 8 eV, 1 < f j < 3 eV. The plasma diameter will be 
slightly larger than the cathode diameter depending 
on the parameters nc, Te, B0. 

The plasmaparameters are measured with several 
diagnostics which are described extensively in [16, 
17]. 

— ne,Tc: Thomson scattering (50 J Ruby laser as 
source and a six-channels polychromator with a 
concave holographic grating) [19]. 

~ Fi, Fa 1 Doppler width- and shift-measurements 
\v0l, u-ftj with a pressure scanned Fabry-Perot. 
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Fig. 3. Sketch of the hollow cathode discharge. TS = Thomson scattering diagnostic, OS = optical spectroscopy, FI = 
Fabry-Perot interferometry. OP = optical probes, CS = collective scattering diagnostic. 

— /7a: the neutral denisty na is determined from the 
ratio of excited level densities /?4pI and /?4pn of the 
4 p groups in both the Ar I and Ar II systems (see 
Appendix B). Abel inversion is used to obtain the 
radial profiles of the level densities /j4pI and «4pn 
(see [16]). 

Before we describe results, we will outline the 
procedure to obtain the radial flow from the mea-
sured source term. From the ion mass-balance it 
follows that the divergence of the flow is equal to 
the mass-source term: 

1 8 3 
- iie n.d (a i?e>ion = — — rn wri + — n u'-,. (37) 

r or or 

Though the axial flow velocities have been mea-
sured to be relatively large (up to u thj/10) the axial 
gradients are weak and the divergence of the axial 
How is small compared to the divergence of the 
radially directed flow. Recombination can be ne-
glected for the considered parameter range and we 
obtain j r 

(n u-ri)cxP = — I (r') dr ' = - Z)exP ~ . (38) 
r o 9'-

From the measured values for ne, /7a, Te we can 
calculate the source and thus the actual radial flow 
(" ,l'ri)exp- This result can be compared with the 
theoretical expressions (33) and (34) derived in the 
preceding chapter. 

We note that usually the axial contribution to the 
divergence of the electron How dnw:e/dz. can not be 
neglected. For current driven plasmas, the axial 
component of the electron drift may be large and 
even for the weak gradients the contribution of 

Ö/7 u'-e/9r may be appreciable. Since yr =t= 0, wer =t= it'ir; 
therefore we must calculate the ion radial flow as is 
indicated in (32) and is done in (38). 

7. Fluctuations and Anomalous Transport 

It will be shown in section 8 that for large Q t rei 

the diffusion is anomalously enhanced by the turbu-
lence. Therefore, we have measured the fluctuation 
levels and the dispersions of the dominant types of 
instabilities. As diagnostics we used optical probing 
for the low frequency domain (< 1 MHz, sensitivity 

CM 

10" 
1Cf 10b ( j - ^ 1 0 8 

2TT 
Fig. 4. Example of relative density fluctuation level as a 
function of the frequency. HCD parameter set: / p , = 100 A. 
B- = 0.4 T. />., = 0.5 mTorr and r = 0.25 m 
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n / n = l (T 6 / | / t f7 ) and collective scattering of CO?-
laser light for higher frequencies [20], 

For the present discussion only the low frequency 
(long wavelength) part of the spectrum is of impor-
tance as the spectral distribution follows a l/co2-law 
as can be seen in Fig. 4 [20]. It appears both from 
collective scattering and from correlation of two 
optical probe signals, that the phase velocities of 
high frequency fluctuations (with f r equenc ie s / l a rg -
er than the ion cyclotron frequency Q\/2n) are 
around the ion acoustic velocity, cs: 

k Te 
(39) 

We observe above the background l /o r - spec t rum 
definite instabilities: 

— rotational instability 

/< QJ2n, k± ~ \/R,k„=0, 

— drift instability 

/ - ß j / 2 7i, kL ~ 1 /R, k„~ 0 , 

— ion-acoustic instability 

f > Q\/2n, k± ~ co/cs. 

The first two instabilities may contribute to the 
anomalous transport. Of the third the level is too 
small to be significant. The rotational instability has 
been treated extensively in the literature; it is driven 
by velocity-shear and -gradients. It has large parallel 
wavelength (k = 0) and the azimuthal mode num-
ber is low: ni = 1 or 2. 

The instability can be treated as an excentric 
rotation of the plasmacolumn, cf. Figure 5. By 

optical probing we can estimate the modulation 
depth of the instability, which we define as Ö = A/A, 
in which A is the excentricity and A is the radial 
Gaussian width of the intensity profile. As the 
emissivity of the plasma proves to be described by a 
Gaussian 

fi0(r) = £ 0 e x p [ - y*/A% (40) 

then we obtain for the lateral intensity profile: 

A)G') = V^ £oAl: exp [— r2/A% (41) 

and for the first harmonic at the frequency of the 
rotation instability: 

F RMS / 

Al 
J R M S ( V ) /o(>0 • 

The maximum of I , (>') is vmax) - A exp 
(— - ) with vmax = A/^~2 , so we find: 

a j RMS ( \ j R M S 
A _ y I max U m a x , * , 1 . 1 1 max t A " ) \ 

J ~ 7 Ö ( Ö ) e X P - / o ( V m a x ) ' 

Apparently, the modulation depth is equal to the 
ratio of the magnitude of the first harmonic to the 
D.C. value at v = vmax. 

In Fig. 6 we have shown a measured profile for 
fluctuations with frequencies between 0 and 20 kHz, 
which contains both the first and second harmonic. 
This agrees reasonably with the calculated profile 
for Gaussian emissivity and A/A = 0 . 2 if spatial inte-
gration due to the finite size of the probing beam 
has been taken into account. The residual measured 
signal in the centre of the discharge can be attrib-
uted to broadband drift waves. Though the typical 
frequencies of the driftwaves are higher, they may 

RT-KH Instability 

Fig. 5. a) Illustration of the rotational 
instability (Rayleigh-Taylor and Kel-
vin-Helmholtz). b) Streak photograph 
by Boeschoten et al. [12]. 
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- 20 0 20 
lateral position 

Fig. 6. Relative fluctuation level of fluctuations with fre-
quencies up to 20 kHz as a function of the lateral position, 
V'0. Plasma parameters: B- = 2 Tesla; / = 30 A (1), 120 A 
(2), 200 A (3), Q = 8 cm 3 NTP/s , z = 0.75 m. 

contr ibute to lower frequencies. The levels in the 
drif twaves are of the order of 2% (cf. below) at the 
centre: because of this possible contr ibut ion the 
measured levels should be slightly reduced by a 
factor of 0.8. 

The dr i f twaves have frequencies around the ion 
cyclotron frequency since q-JA ~ 1. If the pressure 
profi le is also taken to be a Gaussian: 

p(r) = po exp [ - r/A2} 

then the f luctuations are expected to be localised 
around at r = A/f~2. Both the presence of lower 
frequency rotational instability and the finite size of 
the probing beam flatten the lateral profile, cf. 
Figure 7. For the relative level we take here the local 
ratio of / f M S and / 0 . This of course is not entirely 
correct since an Abel inversion is required which 
would depend on the not a priori known azimuthal 
mode number . Taking the ratio may be a slight 
underest imate of the actual relative level. 

Both the rotational and the drift instabilities may 
contr ibute to anomalous diffusion. For the rota-
tional instability Janssen [21] derived the following 
expression for the di f fus ion coefficient: 

In the derivat ion it is assumed that there is a 
significant phase dif ference between the £- f ie ld and 
the density f luctuat ion ne(t). This phase d i f ference 
is not measured, but the apparent nonlineari ty of 
the phenomenon favours an important phase dif-
ference. On the other hand, the frequency spectrum 
is relatively small band, which suggest ha rmonic 
behaviour . Turbulence levels are given as funct ions 
of Q e rej in Figure 8. 

0 20 
lateral position 

Fig. 7. Relative fluctuation level of drift fluctuations in the 
frequency domain 20 kHz - 200 kHz as a function of the 
lateral position. Same plasma conditions as in Figure 6. 
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Fig. 8. Measured relative fluctuation levels for rotational 
and drift fluctuations as function of the electron Hall 
parameter. 
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The driftwaves are also observed to have low 
azimuthal wavenumbers: m = 1. They are localised 
around r/A ~ 0.7, but cover a relatively wide radial 
region. Therefore, we may estimate the turbulence 
on the basis of k±A ~ 1 and from the maximum 
relative level (as function of v) The diffusion coeffi-
cient is: 

k (k± A) . (44) eB-

The driftwaves exhibit a broad spectral distribution. 
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that there is a 
significantly phase difference between n and (p. Also 
we find for all conditions k± A ~ 1, as the mode 
number is m = 1 and the maximum level is ob-
served close to the lateral position y ~ 0.7 A. 

The expressions (43) and (44) are of a similar 
functional form. If we compare the anomalous 
diffusion coefficient with the classical diffusion 
coefficient Dciass then we obtain the well known 
estimate: 

D c l a s s QP TP (45) 

We expect only a significant contribution to the dif-
fusion by turbulence for larger values of the electron 
Hall parameter, also because the level of the drift-
waves is observed to increase with Q t re i . 

8. Results and Discussion 

Plasmaparameters and Diffusioncoefficient 

In Fig. 9. we show measured profiles of ne and Te 

as functions of radius r and axial position r are 
shown. In Fig. 10 measured profiles of the rotational 
velocities vrw, \v0.d are given. It is clear that the 
profile of n e(r) is more peaked than that of Te(r) as 
was assumed in section 4. Also the assumption of 
Gaussian profiles for the density and for the rota-
tional frequency w(n/r, appears to be realistic, see 
Figure 10. 

For 40 experimental conditions we have measured 
«e, Fe , Fj, T.d, p.d, n.d, UV,//-, n\p, n\'p, see [16, 17, 
21] and values for Dc±ss and Delp for these param-
eter sets have been determined. For the calculation 
of the Dj_ we have assumed Gaussian profiles 
which appears to be a realistic assumption. The 
profile widths A were determined from measured 
lateral profiles of 4p -4s Ar Il-lines. We have re-

M .8 1.2 
ax ia l posit ion z 

.U .8 12 
ax ia l pos i t ion z 

Fig. 9. The electron density ne and the electron tempera-
ture r e as functions of radius r and axial position z. 
Standard HCD parameters; flow 0 = 1 0 cm3 NTP/s , p.d ^ 
2.5 mTorr, / = 50 A, z = 0.75 m, B = 0.2 Tesla, « e = 7 . 2 
• 10 1 9 /m\ r e = 2.8 eV. 

20 15 10 5 0 
200 • 

Fig. 10. Measured ion and neutral azimuthal velocities as a 
function of radius. Full curves represent Gaussian fits for 
the rotation frequencies w()/r. B = 0.2 Tesla, p.d = 2.5 mTorr, 
/ = 50 A. Q = 9 cm3 NTP/s , z = 0.75 m. 

10 0 10 ^ 20 
p l a sma rad iu s r 

10 0 10 . 2 0 
p l a sma radius r 
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stricted the analysis to the central part of the plasma 
with radi us /' < / 1. As we are interested in the 
average t ransport for the central part of the plasma 
the sketched procedure will yield results with small 
uncertainties due to deviations of the exact gra-
dients f rom Gaussians. We est imate these uncer-
tainties at 30% based on compar isons with experi-
mentally obtained profi les with the assumed Gaus-
sians. 

In Fig. 11 the so de termined d i f fus ion coefficient 
D e lp (Eq. 38) is compared with the classical dif-
fusion coefficient D^ass calculated with (24). F h e 
rat io D e lp /D c ld^ is plotted as a function of the 
electron Hall pa ramete r Q e r e \ . It is observed that 
for low values of ß e r e i indeed the plasma transport 
is largely reduced as compared with the classical 
transport , as was previously observed by van der 
Mullen [13]. Apparent ly the rotational conf inement 
is quite effective for these values of ß e r e i . For slight-
ly larger electron Hall parameters (but with ion Hall 
parameters still below 1) the predict ions based on 
viscosity would indicate even more reduction and 
even inwardly directed transport. 

However, we observe instead a fast deter iorat ion 
of the rotational conf inement and even more trans-
port than classical. Apparent ly , anomalous di f fus ion 
sets in and it is of interest to compare the measured 
transport with estimates of the anomalous transport 
based on the measured f luctuat ion levels of drif t-
and rotational instabilities. The f luctuat ion levels of 
the rotational instability and the drif t instability are 

10 

1 
in ui 
T5H 1 

• 

101 102 — 103 

FLeLej 

Fig. 11. Measured d i f fus ion over classical d i f fus ion as a 
funct ion of the electron Hall parameter . 

shown in Fig. 8 as funct ions both of ß e r e j . There is 
a clear correlation of the level of the drif t-waves with 
the Hall-parameter . For the rotat ional instability we 
find a different behaviour ; for low values of ß e rej 
and high values of n.A it is absent, while for the 
conditions that it is present it sa turates at a level of 
20% quite independent of the values of the pa ram-
eters. Estimates of the enhancement of transport by 
the instabilities are shown in Fig. 11 with an total 
assumed level of 10% for the rotat ional instability 
and including a level of >le/n ~ 3 . 1 0 ~ 4 ß e rej, (cf. 
Fig. 8) for the dr i f t instability which are roughly 
in agreement with the measured levels. We observe 
that both instabilit ies together can explain the ob-
served anomalous t ransport satisfactorily. 

As a conclusion we have found that rotational 
confinement does diminish the transport for low 
enough values of Q e rej (but still larger than 1). For 
these conditions the ion-neutral friction and the 
momentum source terms are the most operat ive 
rotational terms. Fo r the condit ion of our experi-
ment they contr ibute more to the pressure built up 
then the Nernst- term. For larger values of Q e rei for 
which viscosity would domina te rotat ional confine-
ment, we find instead a deter iora t ion of the confine-
ment and anomalous transport sets in. The observed 
transport is in agreement with est imates based on 
the measured f luctuat ion levels of drif t- and rota-
tional instabilities. For still larger values of Q e rei 

and magnetized ions we expect an influence of 
rotation on the conf inement for condit ions with 
relatively large n u m b e r of neutrals. 

Then the m o m e n t u m source term will be the most 
operative. An analysis of the effects of rotation on 
plasma transport in the outer layers of a Tokamak 
shows that also there a significant inwardly directed 
ion flux may result. As discussed in [21] an inwardly 
directed ion radial velocity of 10 m s - 1 will result if 
the rotation velocity of the ions is in the order of 
104ms~' (in accordance with es t imate öoii) a n d if 
the neutral density is 10 l 7m~ 3 . It is therefore of 
interest to investigate these effects in Tokamaks in 
more detail making use of recent experimental data 
of ion poloidal rotat ion velocities and neutral densi-
ties in the outer layers of a Tokamak . 
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Appendix A 

Ordering of the Viscosity- and Friction-Terms in the Ion Momentum Balance 

The / - and ^-components of the ion momentum equation in the stationary state and with d/dd = 0 are: 

/ • - c o m p o n e n t : 

en(E,.+ WM Bz) = nm j 
0U' r wj,i 0wri 

B W-I 
r dz 

dp-, 
+ ——en w-i 

or 

4 (V: /7j)r + nme(wir - w e r)/r e + nm^wir - war) (vja + v i 0 n) • 

^ - c o m p o n e n t : 

vt'ri 0 0H'flj \ 3 B-n dkTt nmi — (rw0x) + - =- en wriB: - (V • I7j)o + ä — 
/• 0/- oz J 2 ß e Te or 

- nme(wi0- we0)/ze - nmx{w(h - wlh) (via + vion) 

The /•- and ^-components of (V • /7j) are: 

( V - / J ) r = -
3 0/ 

9 /ÖWr H'r 0H'-
>7o I—I— + 2 dr 02 

0H'r 0H'- 0 

" + ~ a 7 " 2 0.-

0 H'r 0 0 Wr 
2 »/ i t + 

0/- r or or r 

0 Wq 0 0 Wtf 
2 >73 7 T - >73 >" 7 

or r or or r 
0 dw0 

~d7f]4~dT 

(A-l) 

(A-2) 

(A-3) 

(v -n)0= 
0 / vv>A 0 I d w0 

2n,T,- 7 r ^ " " " ^ 7 

0 W'-

+ • 

+ >74 

dz 

0 Wr 

"07 

0WO\ 0 H'r 
+ 2 " 5 a ; - 7 

(A-4) 

The ion viscosity coefficients are given by: 

f5/2 
>7o = 0.96 n\ k Fi ^ = 2.02 • 10~5 , (A-5) 

In A 

and 
>71.2.3.4= «i^FjTii/,,2.3,4 ( ß i t ü ) (A-6) 

with (see Fig. A1): 

. 4.8 (Q\ ij)2 + 2.23 
^ ~ 16 ( ß j i j)4 + 16.1 ( ß j T;)2 4 2.33 ' 

. 1.2 ( ß j ij)2 + 2.23 
( ß i T i ) 4 4 4.03 ( ß j ij)2 4 2.33 ' 

, (A-7) 
. 8 ( ß j tj) 4 4.76 ( ß j Zj) 

~ 16 ( ß j ij)4 4- 16.1 (ßiTi)2 + 2.33 ' 

. ( ß j t j)3 4 2.38 ( ß j tj) 
/ 4 ~ ( ß j ij)4 4 4.03 ( ß j t j)2 4 2.33 ' 

We assume that the ion-velocities can be written as: 

w0i = a (/•) /• ßj; a (r) = a0 e~'J/A'a, 

vt'rj = b {r) /• ß j; b(r) = b0e^/Ai, (A-8) 

H'-j = c( r ) vM, c(r) = c0e~^/AK 
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Fig. A I . Ion-viscosity coefficients 
as function of the ion Hall param-
eter Q j Tj. 

The quantities (a0, b0, c0 , Aa, Ah, Ac) may still be 
weak functions of z. Fur thermore we assume, that 
(Wtfi)max = f thi, where a 2s 1. Then we find that 

a0, = a 2.33 = c, , where £ = 2.33 a . 
Aa Aa 

So for a ~ 0.5 we obtain the following estimate for 
a0 ((27) with C ~ 1) 

0ith 
«0,= 

where guh is the thermal ion gyroradius: 

(A-9) 

0ith = 
Pith 
Q; 

This estimate has been verified for the unmagne-
tized ion regime ß j i j j < 1. Note, that in this regime 
MHD-ordering requires /.JA 1 (cf. (4)) but that 
Qnh/A may be of the order of 1, as is found in our 
experiment. 

For the magnetized ion regime ( ß j t j j > l) the 
second estimate for a0u is relevant. This estimate is 
based on the assumption that the radial electric 
field equals roughly the value of the electron tem-
perature in Volt over the radius as indicated in Sec-
tion 4. cf. ( 28 ) - (31 ) : 

a0u = 
Pe ofth 

(A-10) 
p, a2 ' 

In the magnetized ion regime a0n <11, as M H D 
ordering requires here that Qiih/A < 1 (cf. (4)). 

If one assumes classical radial diffusion 

Spe 
H'ri - r 

O B t 

then we obtain for bo the following estimate: 

Q e r e i 
Pe Ok 
P A2 

(A- l l ) 

(A-12) 

This yields for both regimes a ratio b o j a o « 1. The 
ratio bo/ao will remain small as compared to unity if 
the diffusion is anomalously enhanced as observed 
in our experiment for large, values of the electron 
Hall parameter. If the anomalous diffusion coeffi-
cient Dan is set equal to 10 _ 2DC | ü e z e i then b o j a o 
= 0.01 for large values of the electron Hall param-
eter. The axial component of the ion drift velocity is 
assumed (and measured) to be smaller than the 
thermal velocity: 

c o « 1 • 

With these estimates ^ ( ^ M i < 1), 
bo/ao < 1 and Co « 1» ordering of the various terms 
in (AI, A2) lead to the equations as given in Sec-
tion 3. 

Appendix B 

Following the usual notation of collision-radiative 
models we write for the population densities of the 
4p levels in both Ar I and Ar II systems: (only the 
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equat ion for the Ar I system is given) 
yi j _ r ( 0 ) Saha , (1) Boltzmann , q n 
" r p 1 ~ r 4pl w 4pl 4pl ^4pl > ( o - l ) 

where wfp1}3 is the populat ion if the 4p level is in 
Saha equi l ibr ium with the following ionizat ion 
stage, whereas /jBfltzmann i s the populat ion, if the 4p 
level is in Boltzmann equi l ibr ium with the ground 
level of the same system; r^pi and rVpi are the so 
called collisional radiat ive coefficients. Fo r the 
pa rame te r range of the experiment we may neglect 
the "Saha"-cont r ibut ions . The excitation f r o m the 
ground state to the 4p-states is mainly ba lanced by 
electronic deexcitat ion to higher levels for both 
systems. This si tuation has been called the excita-
tion saturat ion phase [22]; then the /-(1) coefFicients 
are independent on ne and only weakly dependen t 
on Tc. Fu r the rmore the density of the double 
ionized state can be neglected, so that nx = ne. Then 
we find for the ratio of n jn 

nd _ n4p\ 94pll 9•& /•VpV 

He "4pi! 94Pi 9i 4'p! kTt 

(B-2) 

The coll ision-radiative coeff icients 4'pi, 11 have to be 
calculated f rom collisional radia t ive models. This is 
per formed in [16] and it appea r s that (38) can be 
s implif ied to: 

C 
n4p\ ff4pll 

^4pI I 94p l 
(B-3) 

in which C proves to be approximate ly constant, 
independent on nt and Te. The magni tude of the 
constant C can, in principle at least, be de te rmined 
f rom Ar I and Ar II CR-models . However, though 
this procedure does give the correct order of magni-
tude (C C R M ^ 0.06) it is not very accurate on an 
absolute scale because of i nadequa te knowledge of 
the crucial excitat ion cross-sections. 

W e have cal ibrated C by the use of the relation 
Pd('*) = n d k T d = constant , for the low ns/n.d, Te 

range: C e x p = 0.11. T h e same value for C is obta ined 
f rom the analysis of the ion energy balance for a 
much larger pa rame te r range. 
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